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Home Communications, Home Communications, 
Entertainment, and Hobby ProductsEntertainment, and Hobby Products
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Product Safety ProgrammeProduct Safety Programme
Health CanadaHealth Canada
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� children's products 

� household products (including household chemical products) 
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Workplace Hazardous Materials Workplace Hazardous Materials 
Information System Information System 
soon Global Harmonization Systemsoon Global Harmonization System
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Why?Why?Why?Why?

� Requirement of the Occupational 
Health and Safety Act

� Awareness of risk and hazards in 
Workplace

� “Due Diligence”
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Due DiligenceDue DiligenceDue DiligenceDue Diligence

� The law requires 
that we act with due 
diligence, which 
means that we must 
demonstrate that we 
took all reasonable 
care in carrying out 
our activities, e.g., 
in laboratories
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Other legal requirementsOther legal requirementsOther legal requirementsOther legal requirements

� Transportation of Danegerous 
Goods Act

� Environmental Protection acts
– Federal
– Provincial
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Workplace Hazardous Materials Workplace Hazardous Materials 
Information SystemInformation System
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Key Elements of WHMISKey Elements of WHMISKey Elements of WHMISKey Elements of WHMIS

� Labels:
– Supplier
– Workplace

� Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDSs)
� Training
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What is  a Hazardous Material?What is  a Hazardous Material?What is  a Hazardous Material?What is  a Hazardous Material?

� A: Compressed Gases

� B: Flammable and Combustible
� D1: Immediate effects
� D2: Other toxic effects

� E: Corrosives
� D3: Biohazardous agents
� C: Oxidizers
� F: Dangerously reactive
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Compressed GasCompressed Gas
DefinitionDefinition
Compressed GasCompressed Gas
DefinitionDefinition

� Gas at room 
temperature
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Flammable and CombustibleFlammable and Combustible
Flammable LiquidsFlammable Liquids
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� Ethanol
� THF

� Toluene
� Acetone
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Flash pointFlash pointFlash pointFlash point

A substance that can be ignited in the air is said to be 

flammable (or inflammable). The flash point of a 

flammable liquid is lower than its ignition point. The 

flash point is the temperature at which it gives off 

sufficient vapor to flash, or flame suddenly, in the air. It is 

not the temperature at which the substance will continue 

to burn. 

Excerpted from Compton's Interactive Encyclopedia 

Deluxe. Copyright © 1994, 1995, 1996, 1997 The 

Learning Company, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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An Ottawa University hazardous materials 
specialist pauses before entering the Marie 

Curie Building on campus Sunday after a 
mysterious fire in a chemical lab started, 

October 19, 2008. Firefighters used water, 

dry chemicals and C02, but nothing would 
stop the small fire. The fire eventually 

burned itself out but university officials
were called in to help determine which 

chemicals were burning. The fire originated 

where the chemicals were being stored.
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Oxidizing MaterialsOxidizing Materials
OxidizersOxidizers
Oxidizing MaterialsOxidizing Materials
OxidizersOxidizers

� Causes or contributes 
to the combustion of 
another material by 
yielding oxygen or any 
other oxidizing 
substance

� Nitrates (ammonium 
nitrate), nitrites

� Bromates, chlorates

� Perchlorates, 
permanganates

� Nitric acid
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Materials causing immediate and Materials causing immediate and 
Serious Toxic EffectsSerious Toxic Effects
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� Immediate symptoms, e.g., 
nausea, headache, vomit

� Sub-division A: Very Toxic 
(low LD50 and LC 50)

� Benzene, chlorine, 
phosphine

� Sub-division B: Toxic 
(higher LD50 and LC50)
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Lethal Dose LDLethal Dose LD5050/LC/LC5050Lethal Dose LDLethal Dose LD5050/LC/LC5050

LD/LC = 0LD/LC = 0 LD/LC = 50 %LD/LC = 50 %
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Materials Causing Other Toxic Materials Causing Other Toxic 
EffectsEffects
Materials Causing Other Toxic Materials Causing Other Toxic 
EffectsEffects

� Longer term effects, 
e.g., carcinogens, 
mutagens, sensitizers

� Sub-division A: Very 
toxic

� Sulphuric acid
� Sub-division B: Toxic

� Hexane, sodium 
hydroxide
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Biohazardous Infectious MaterialBiohazardous Infectious MaterialBiohazardous Infectious MaterialBiohazardous Infectious Material

� Viruses
� Bacteria
� HIV
� Flu
� Hepatitis A, B, C

� E Coli
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Corrosive MaterialsCorrosive MaterialsCorrosive MaterialsCorrosive Materials
� Substances that 

corrode steel or 
destroy 
human/animal 
tissue

� Acids: Sulphuric 
acid

� Bases: Sodium 
hydroxide

� Gases: Chlorine
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Dangerously Reactive MaterialDangerously Reactive MaterialDangerously Reactive MaterialDangerously Reactive Material
� Reacts violently with water to 

produce a poisonous gas, 
e.g., alkali metal cyanides 

� Undergoes vigorous 
polymerization, 
decomposition, or 
condensation, e.g., 1,3-
butadiene

� Becomes self reactive under 
conditions of shock, friction 
or increase pressure or 
temperature, e.g., metal 
azides, dry picric acid
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WHMIS LabelsWHMIS LabelsWHMIS LabelsWHMIS Labels

� Two types of WHMIS label: Supplier and 
Workplace

� First line of information

� Identifies hazardous material in 
container

� Draws attention to MSDS
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Supplier LabelSupplier LabelSupplier LabelSupplier Label
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Label from a laboratory supply houseLabel from a laboratory supply houseLabel from a laboratory supply houseLabel from a laboratory supply house
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100 g M-5750 Lot 119F0448

[57414-02-5]

Water soluble addition
compound of vitamin K

Light sensitive
Desiccate
Store at less than 0

3

°C

C H O  
1 2 8 7

• NaHSO
3

mw 276.2
H O content 1.5 mol/mol

2

Σ


For laboratory use only. Not for drug,
household or other uses.
Prepared for Sigma

SIGMA CHEMICALS CO.

IRRITANT

Label from a laboratory supply houseLabel from a laboratory supply house
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Workplace LabelsWorkplace Labels
Design RequirementsDesign Requirements
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Design RequirementsDesign Requirements

� Name of product

� Safe handling 
information

� Reference to MSDS
� No design 

requirements, e.g., 
no hatched border

� Name of product

� Safe handling 
information

� Reference to MSDS
� No design 

requirements, e.g., 
no hatched border

SEE MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET
VOIR LA FICHE TECHNIQUE SANTÉ - SÉCURITÉ

SAFE HANDLING / PERSONAL PROTECTION
MANUTENTION SÉCURITAIRE / PROTECTION DE LA PERSONNE

PRODUCT IDENTIFICACTION / IDENTIFICATION DU PRODUIT
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Other Labels and Warning SignsOther Labels and Warning SignsOther Labels and Warning SignsOther Labels and Warning Signs

� Lab Doors Signs 
� Hazardous waste
� Radioisotope Decay
� Biohazard
� Scintillation Waste
� Radioactive trefoil
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Lab Doors Warning SignsLab Doors Warning SignsLab Doors Warning SignsLab Doors Warning Signs

X-RAY
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BiohazardBiohazardBiohazardBiohazard

� Sharps container
� Biohazard bags
� Biohazard drum
� Biohazard rooms
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Material Safety Data Sheets (GHS Material Safety Data Sheets (GHS 
will call them SDS)will call them SDS)
Material Safety Data Sheets (GHS Material Safety Data Sheets (GHS 
will call them SDS)will call them SDS)
� Provides more detail than on label

� Describes safe use of product and emergency/spill 
clean up procedures

� MSDS contains current information

� Updated every three years
� MSDS must be readily available

� Contains minimum nine categories

� MSDS varies in length and detail
� Canadian 9, European 16, US up to 36
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Where To find MSDS’sWhere To find MSDS’sWhere To find MSDS’sWhere To find MSDS’s

� Must be provided by the Supplier
� http://www.uottawa.ca/services/ehss/
� Some labs have binders with 

MSDS’s
� EHSO can help to find
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MSDS CategoriesMSDS CategoriesMSDS CategoriesMSDS Categories

� Preparation Date and who prepared

� Product Information
� Hazardous Ingredients

� Physical Data

� Fire and Explosion Hazard
� Reactivity Data

� Toxicological Properties
� Preventative Measures

� First Aid Measures
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Physical DataPhysical DataPhysical DataPhysical Data

� Physical state, e.g., solid, liquid

� Odour and appearance 
� Vapour pressure

� Vapour density

� Evaporation rate
� Boiling points/ freezing points

� pH
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Fire and Explosion HazardFire and Explosion HazardFire and Explosion HazardFire and Explosion Hazard

� Flammability

� Means of extinction
� Flashpoint

� Flammable limits (LFL, UFL)

� Auto-ignition temperature
� Hazardous combustion products

� Explosion date, e.g., sensitivity to 
shock
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Reactivity DataReactivity DataReactivity DataReactivity Data

� Chemical compatibility
� Incompatibility of chemicals/ 

products
� Conditions of reactivity
� Hazardous decomposition products
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� Hazardous decomposition products
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Toxicological Properties Toxicological Properties 
Routes of entry into the bodyRoutes of entry into the body
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IngestionIngestionInhalationInhalation

Contact with skin 
or eyes
Contact with skin 
or eyes AutoinnoculationAutoinnoculation
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Toxicological PropertiesToxicological PropertiesToxicological PropertiesToxicological Properties

� Effects of short term acute exposure

� Effects of chronic long term exposure
� Exposure limits
� Time weighted average exposure value
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� Threshold limit value
� LD50 and LC50
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Preventive MeasuresPreventive MeasuresPreventive MeasuresPreventive Measures

� Personal protective equipment, e.g., gloves, lab 
coat, safety goggles

� Storage requirements, e.g, shelf life, control of 
sources of ignition

� Engineering controls, e.g. ventilation, fume hoods
� Waste disposal: Note follow University guidelines 

only
� Leak and spill procedures, e.g., clean up small 

spills.  Larger spills contact 5411 for ERT
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SummarySummarySummarySummary

� Be aware of hazards in your workplace

� Know where to find information
� Put safety consideration as a critical 

parameter of all your activities 

� Regularly run Safety reviews of All of your 
processes.

� Ask question before not after. Be a Pro not 
Amateur 
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